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Abstract
This paper describes the implementation of the IRISA unit selection-based TTS system for our participation to the Blizzard Challenge 2018. We describe the process followed to build the voice from given data and the architecture of our system. It uses a selection cost which integrates notably a bottleneck DNN-based embedding prediction. Unit selection is based on a Viterbi-based algorithm with preselection filters used to reduce the search space. The system achieves average results compared to others.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection

1. Introduction
In recent years, research in text-to-speech synthesis essentially focused on two major approaches. The first one is the parametric approach, for which HTS [1] and DNN-based systems [2] are now dominating the academic research. This method offers advanced control on the signal and produces very intelligible speech but with a low naturalness. The second approach, unit selection, is a refinement of concatenative synthesis [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Speech synthesized with this method features high naturalness and its signal quality is unmatched by other methods, as it basically concatenates speech actually produced by a human being.

The 2018 challenge, as in 2017, is to build an expressive voice using children’s audiobooks in English. The main difficulty with audiobooks, and in particular for children, is the change of characters and especially the imitation of animals (i.e. roars) as well as other sounds that may occur. For instance, in the data provided, a bell ringing signal is given to tell the child that he/she has to turn the page. Considering the expressivity of the voice, the different sounds and characters we can find in such books, the main challenges are phone segmentation and expressivity control.

In this paper we present the unit-selection based IRISA system for the Blizzard Challenge 2018. Basically, as audiobooks for children contain very expressive speech, one need a mean to control the degree of expressivity selected units have. To do so, the system is based on a preselection filter to separate the acoustic unit space into narrative or non-narrative speech and on a beam-search algorithm to find the best unit sequence. The objective function minimized by the algorithm is composed of a target cost and a join cost. The join cost relies mainly on acoustic features to evaluate the level of spectral resemblance between two voice stimuli, on and around the position of concatenation. For instance, distances based on MFCC coefficients and especially F0 are used [10, 11].

In our contribution we introduce a phoneme embedding predicted using a feed-forward DNN with a bottleneck layer working as an acoustic model. In that model, timing information has been postponed until after the bottleneck layer learned with the speaker’s data. Predictions are then used in the target cost to rank units based on their prosodic properties.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the voice creation process from the given data. Section 3 details the TTS system and further details about the feed-forward DNN are given in section 3.3. Section 4 presents the evaluation and results.

2. General voice creation process
As in 2017, this year the challenge focuses on audiobook reading for children in English. The goal is then to build a voice based on approximately 6.4 hours of speech data provided as a set of wave files with the corresponding text. The recordings correspond to a set of 56 books targeted at children aged from 4 years old.

2.1. Data preparation and cleaning
The very first step has been to clean the text and make sure that it was corresponding to the speech uttered by the speaker. Moreover, all the quotation marks have been checked to insure an easy detection of boundaries between narrative and direct speech. Some parts corresponding to too expressive speech were discarded at this step to avoid later problems during synthesis. Despite of this, we still have preserved the major part of the expressive content. This work and the sentence level alignment has been done manually using Praat [12].

Finally, as the signals were provided using different formats, we have converted all the speech signals to standard WAV with a sampling frequency of 44.1kHz for further processing. F0 is extracted using the ESPS algorithm [13] while pitch marks are computed using our own algorithm.

2.2. Segmentation and feature extraction
To build the voice, we first phonetized the text thanks to the grapheme-to-phoneme converter (G2P) included in eSpeak [14]. Then the speech signal has been segmented at the phone level using HTK [15] and standard forced-alignment. The acoustic models used for segmentation are learned using the data provided for the challenge.

Additional information is extracted from the corpus, like POS tags and syllables. Moreover, a label is associated to each word indicating if it is part of direct speech or not. The label is obtained based on the quotation marks in the text. The main idea with this label is to separate normal speech from highly expressive speech, usually present in dialogs.

All this information is stored in a coherent manner using the ROOTS toolkit [16]. All conversions and interactions between the different tools are also managed with this toolkit as,
for instance, conversions from IPA (output of eSpeak) to the ARPABET phone set used in the synthesis engine.

3. The IRISA system

3.1. General architecture

The IRISA TTS system [17, 18], used for the experiments presented in this paper, relies on a unit selection approach with a beam-search algorithm. The optimization function is divided, as usually done, in two distinct parts; a target and a concatenation cost [4] as described below:

\[
U^* = \arg\min_U (W_{\text{fc}} \sum_{n=1}^{\text{card}(U)} w_n C_t(u_n) + W_{\text{cc}} \sum_{n=2}^{\text{card}(U)} v_n C_c(u_{n-1}, u_n))
\]

where \(U^*\) is the best unit sequence according to the cost function and \(u_n\) the candidate unit trying to match the \(n^{th}\) target unit in the candidate sequence \(U\). The search process is done using the beam-search algorithm using a beam of size 30. \(C_t(u_n)\) is the target cost and \(C_c(u_{n-1}, u_n)\) is the concatenation cost. \(W_{\text{fc}}\), \(W_{\text{cc}}\), \(w_n\) and \(v_n\) are weights for adjusting magnitude for the parameters. Sub-costs are weighted in order to compensate magnitudes of all sub-costs as in [19]. The problem of tuning these weights is complex and no consensus on the method has emerged yet. [20] is a good review of the most common methods. In our case, weights have been adjusted empirically.

3.2. Join cost

The concatenation cost \(C_c(u, v)\) between units \(u\) and \(v\) is composed of MFCCs (excluding \(\Delta\) and \(\Delta\Delta\) coefficients), amplitude, F0 and duration euclidean distances, as below:

\[
C_c(u, v) = C_{\text{mfcc}}(u, v) + C_{\text{amp}}(u, v) + C_{\text{F0}}(u, v) + C_{\text{dur}}(u, v),
\]

where \(C_{\text{mfcc}}(u, v), C_{\text{amp}}(u, v), C_{\text{F0}}(u, v), C_{\text{dur}}(u, v)\) are the sub-costs, resp., for MFCC, amplitude, F0 and phone duration.

3.3. Target cost

The target cost is composed of a classic target cost and a cost between embeddings. The first part of the target cost can be assimilated to a linguistic cost and uses the following criteria: is the phoneme ending a breath group, a word or a sentence; is the phoneme first of word; is the phoneme long, nasal, with low or high stress; is the syllable has a rising pitch contour or not. This linguistic cost is computed as a weighted sum of feature values differences between the candidate and target units.

The second part is computing as the euclidian distance between embeddings of candidates and predicted targets. The model used for prediction is a feed-forward DNN with a bottleneck layer, as shown on figure 1, working as an acoustic model where timing information has been postponed until after the bottleneck layer [21]. The bottleneck scheme is symmetrically designed: 11 hidden layers of sizes 1024, 512, 256, 128, 64, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024.

For a given phoneme, the model predicts acoustic features \(a_i\) of the \(i^{th}\) frame based on the linguistic feature vector \(\ell\). Those linguistic features provide information about the phoneme, e.g., its identity and the one of its neighbors, its position in the syllable/word/utterance it belongs to, etc. The timing information is encoded as two numerical features: the phone duration \(d\) in seconds and the relative position \(t_i\) of the frame \(i\) inside the phone. This timing information is useful to take into account the dynamics of acoustic features when realizing a phone, while its position allows us to obtain a phone-level embedding \(e\).

3.4. Dataset and experimental setup

Our models were trained on a corpus corresponding to the reading of an English audio-book by a professional English speaker resulting in approximately 6.4 hours of speech for a total of 1168 utterances. Speech is expressive (narration, acted dialogues), and sentences are heterogeneous in terms of length and complexity.

About 110 linguistic features are considered for each phone. Categorical attributes represent information about quinphones, syllables, articulatory features, and part of speech for the current, previous and following words. They are encoded as one-hot vectors. 34 other features are numerical, such as the position of the phone inside the word or the utterance. After encoding, the overall linguistic vector is of size 359. The linguistic features and the timing information were normalised to the range [0.01, 0.99]. Each linguistic feature was manually extracted, without automatic annotation.

The acoustic features, extracted using the WORLD vocoder [22], consist of a 60 dimensions Mel-Generalized Cepstral coefficients (MGC) vector, a 5 dimensions band-aperiodicity (BAP) vector and the fundamental frequency \(F_0\). Those features have been extracted every 5 ms. The \(F_0\) values have been linearly interpolated on unvoiced parts, a boolean attribute keeps track of whether the frame is voiced or not and the logarithm has been applied to \(F_0\). Finally, the deltas and delta-deltas have been computed for MGC, BAP and \(F_0\). In total, the acoustic vector is of size 199. The acoustic features have been centered and normalized to unit variance.

The implementation has been done using TensorFlow. Training has been done on a GTX 1080 Ti, over 250 epochs using RMSProp with the mean square error as a loss.
function. The model weights with the best performance on the validation set have been saved. Those models have been trained using the true duration values.

4. Evaluation and results

The evaluation assessed a number of criteria (overall impression, speech pauses, intonation, stress, emotion, pleasantness and listening effort) for book paragraphs as well as similarity to the original speaker, naturalness and intelligibility. The evaluation has been conducted for different groups of listeners: paid listeners, speech experts, and volunteers. In this section, we only give results including all participants. In every figure, results for all 15 systems, including natural speech, are given. Among the systems, we have the following: system A is natural speech. System B is the Festival benchmark, (standard unit-selection voice built using the same method as used in the CSTR entry to Blizzard 2007), System C is the HMM benchmark built using the HTS toolkit and System D is the first DNN benchmark built using the HTS toolkit. System E is the second DNN benchmark built using the HTS toolkit, which employs trajectory training. System M is the system presented by IRISA.

4.1. Evaluation with paragraphs

Overall results are shown on figure 2 taking into account all listeners. For each criterion, our system achieves average results. These average results are likely to be explained by inconsistencies in the prosody and stress placement.

4.2. Similarity to original speaker and naturalness

The similarity of the speech produced, as shown on figure 3, is among the average systems with a mean score and a median value of 3.0. Similarly, naturalness is also quite good as shown on figure 4 with an average of 3.0 and a median value of 3.0. For naturalness, our system is comparable to the baseline festivale system in red while other participants are in green.

4.3. Intelligibility

Concerning intelligibility, our system is comparable to other systems with an average word error rate of 44%. Detailed results are given on figure 5. Compared to last year, the corrections we have made have improved the intelligibility, even if our system is not performing well on other criteria.

5. Discussion

Despite of the improvements we added to our system, the results are not satisfying. After inspecting the system configuration, it appears that some elements can be corrected quite easily and seem to have a large impact on the synthesis quality.

First, we now use the IPA alphabet from the start to the end of the sentence processing and thus we remove the different approximations from and to the ARPABET alphabet. To improve stress management, we have recently implemented a mechanism to relax stress constraints in case not enough units are present in the right context (first consider the use of the secondary stressed phoneme if we have no primary stressed candidates, then consider the use of a not stressed phoneme). Now the stress placement seems to be improved, at least during informal listening tests.

Then we use the work described in [23] to adapt the phonetization provided by Espeak to have more coherent phoneme sequences between the voice corpus and the output of the phonetizer. Moreover, we have better adjusted parameters of the join cost and the balance between join and target costs. Those last changes have a large impact on the output quality, which seems to be better now.

Finally, other parameters as the size of the beam for the concatenation.

1 samples are available on https://synpaflex.irisa.fr/blizzard-2018

Figure 2: Mean Opinion Scores for the different criteria and the systems evaluated. “Natural” system is shown in yellow and IRISA system in red while other participants are in green.

Figure 3: Mean Opinion Scores, similarity to the original speaker evaluation, all listeners.
search, or the size of the candidates short list, are still difficult to tune. One important point is that those two parameters need to be chosen considering a trade-off between the number of constraints added during the unit selection and the variability of the corpus.

6. Conclusion

We described the unit-selection based IRISA system for the Blizzard challenge 2018. The unit selection method is based on a classic concatenation cost. In order to improve the system, we added specific feed-forward DNN to compute a target costs. Despite the changes we have made, our system obtained average results. With more time to prepare our input to the challenge we would have been able to do the necessary corrections that we have done after submission.
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Figure 4: Mean Opinion Scores, naturalness evaluation, all listeners.

Figure 5: Word Error Rates, intelligibility evaluation, all listeners.
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